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To (LZZ whom it may concern/. 
Be it known that I, WILLIAM SCHRAGE, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at She 
boygan, in the county of Sheboygan and State 
of Wisconsin, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Tilting-Chairs; and 
I do hereby declare the following to be a full, 
clear, and exact description of the invention, 
such as will enable others skilled in the art to 
which it appertains to make and use the same. 
My invention relates to an improvement in 

chairs, and more particularly to tilting-chairs; 
and it consists in certain novel features of con 
struction and combinations and arrangements 
of parts, as hereinafter set forth, and pointed 
out in the claims. , 

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is 
a rear view of the device. Fig. 2 is a front view. 
Fig. 3 is a'sectional view with part of the up 
per casting broken away. 

Fig. 5 is a view of a modi 
?cation. 
A represents the lower casting or bracket of 

the tilting device, provided at its center with 
a perforation a for the reception of the screw 
of the chair and at its ends with upwardly 
projecting arms B B, said casting or bracket 
being provided at points between the arms B 
B and at opposite sides of its center with lugs 
11, for a purpose which will be explained far 
ther on. The upwardly-extending arms B B 
are provided at or near their centers with per 
forations for the reception of a bolt 0, which 
bolt also passes through perforations near the 
lower ends of two arms 0 O, which project 
downwardly from an upper casting D and em 
brace the arms 13 B of the lower casting,where 
by said upper and lower castings are pivot 
ally connected or hinged together, the move 
ment of thelupper casting upon the lower one 
being limited by the flanges d and e, respect 
ively, which act as stops against which the 
ends of the projecting arms B B strike when 
the upper casting has swung its allotted dis 
tance in either direction. Three arms ff 9 
project from the upper casting D and are pro 
vided at or near their free ends with perfora 
tions for the reception of fastening devices for 
securing the device to a chair-bottom, the arm 
9 extending forwardly and adapted to be fast 
enedto the front portion of the chair. 

Encirclin g the bolt 0 is a heavy coiled spring 

Fig. 4: is aview of 

E, the free ends of which are bent downwardly 
and adapted to engage the lugs b on the lower 
casting A, this spring being so coiled that the 
separate coils thereof shall not lie in contact 
with each other, and being maintained in 
proper position by means of?anges h 011 the 
‘arms B B. At its center the spring E is eX 
tended forwardly to produce a loop '5 for the 
reception of an adjusting device presently to 
be described. 
Projecting from the center of and within the 

casting D is a depending arm F, provided with 
a recess j for the accommodation of they bolt 
0 and adapted to project between the central 
coils of'the spring, the rear portion of said arm 
being provided with shoulders 76 for the ac 
commodation of the central coils of the spring 
and to hold said coils in place. At or near its 
upper end the arm F is provided with a verti 
cally-disposed elongated slot Z, through which 
a screw-rod G passes, the free end of which 
screw-rod is provided with ahead Z’, by means 
of which said rod is loosely connected with the 
loop of the spring E. In rear of the arm F a 
collar H loosely encircles the screw-rod G and 
is provided with lugs or projections m at dia 
metrically-opposite sides, adapted to loosely 
enter recesses n on the arm F. On the free 
end of the screw-rod G a wheel I is screwed, 
said wheel having an integral collar 0, adapted 
‘to bear against the loose collar H. By this 
construction the tension of the spring E may 
be regulated at will, the screw - rod being 
loosely connected thereto at one end and 
looselyconnected to the arm F at a point be 
tween its ends, whereby said rod will adapt 
itself to the varying positions of the loop 1' of 
the spring E. ~ 
Instead of employing one spring E, having 

aloop '6, two springs maybe employed, as shown 
in Fig. 5, one end of each spring bearing 
against one of the lugs 19 of the lower casting 
and the other ends terminating at points in 
proximity to the center of the upper casting. 
With this construction the forward end of the 
screw-rod G will be provided with a loop 12 for 
the reception of the forwardends of the springs, 
instead of a head, as previously explained. 
By thus constructing a tilting device for a 
chair a freedom of action will be had and 
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there will be no friction of the spring with the . 
parts of the device or with the parts of itself. 
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‘It is evident that slight changes might be 
made in the details of construction Without de 
parting from the spirit thereof or limiting its 
scope. Hence I do not wish to limit myself to 
the precise details of construction herein de 
scribed; hut, 

I-Iaving fully described my invention, what 
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is—— 

1. In a tilting-chain'the combination, with 
a pair of members hinged together and a bolt 
or rod connecting these members, one mem 
ber provided with stops and the other‘with 
projecting arms adapted to engage the stops, 
of va spring encircling the bolt or rod and pro 
vided with an elongated portion, a screw con 
nected with the elongated portion of the spring 
and extending in the direction of the stops, 
and means for drawing the elongated portion 
of the spring in the direction of the stops, 
‘whereby the tension of the spring is increased, 
substantially as set forth. v 

446,080 

’ 2. In a tilting device for a chair, the combi 
nation, with an upper and a lower casting 
hinged together, of a spring immovably con 
nected with the lower casting and provided 
at its center with a forwardly-proj ecting loop, , ‘ 
an arm projecting from the upper casting into 
the spring and provided with an elongated 
slot, a screw-rod passing through said slot and 
loosely connected with’ the loop of the spring, 
a collar loosely encircling the screw-rod and 
provided with lugs adapted to bear against 
the arm on the upper casting, and an adjust 
ing-wheel on the screw-rod, substantially as 
set forth. ' 
In testimony whereof I have signed this 
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speci?cation in the presence of two subscrib- , 
ing witnesses. y‘ 

WVILLIAM SCI'IRAG'E. 
IVitnesses: ' 

FULTON RAAB, 
OTTO FEESE. 


